
 Preboundary /a/ in /a-i/ vs. /a-a/:
F1 not significant; F2: significant @ AW & WW
 stronger anticipatory co-articulation at WW and AW than at AP

 Postboundary /a/ in /i-a/ vs. /a-a/: F1 & F2 no significant differences

 Preboundary /i/ in /i-a/ vs. /i-i/:
F1 & F2: significant @ AW
 stronger anticipatory co-articulation at AW

 Postboundary /i/ in /a-i/ vs. /i-i/: F1 & F2 no significant differences

Effects of prosodic structure on juncture realization
and coarticulation in Cantonese

Realization of boundary cues is language-specific and constitutes a
part of the language’s prosodic grammar.
Despite extensive research on English, much less is known about
Cantonese.
Research on Cantonese is particularly valuable because

Cantonese• is typologically different from well studied languages
such as English or Dutch: × word stress, √ lexical tone
studies• on Chinese languages have focused on Mandarin; yet
Cantonese is more syllable-timed, and hosts a richer inventory of
codas and tones

This study attempts to address this gap by examining juncture
realization in Cantonese from three aspects:

Duration• : pre- and post-boundary lengthening, pause
Pitch• : pitch reset
Vowel• -to-vowel coarticulation: F1 and F2 on /a/ and /i/

Background & Aim

Material :
(C)V#CV(C), (C)VC#V(C), (C)VC#CV(C)
• C = p / ph / m
• V = a / i
• # =within word (WW), across word (AW), across phrase (AP)

Embedded• in natural sentences, e.g. tsʰi21#pit̚ 2 (in IPA)

Speakers :
6 native speakers of Cantonese (3f, 3m; age: 21-25)
Measurements :

syllable• duration & pause (if applicable)
pitch• on the rime in same-tone sequences at 11 equidistant
points
average• F1 and F2 at final 25ms of V1 (preboundary) and initial
25ms of V2 (postboundary)

Results: Pitch
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Boundary Sample sentences

within word 我未諗過辭別人世之時，我應該做點咩。

across word 越是有爭議的人越是能保持別人對他們關注的熱度。

across phrase 政府話市民的個人自由跟經濟自由會得到保持，別人信
唔信我唔知…

Discussion Points

Pauses are longer &
more frequent at AP
> AW > WW

Pause & syllable dur
not a trading
relationship

 Consistent positive pitch reset 
across AP 

 Negative pitch reset across AW 
and WW: Tone 3, 4

 Larger differences midway into 
the tone than at edges

 Tone-dependent variation in 
pitch range: 
Tone 4: post- < pre- @AP, AW;
Tone 2: post- < pre- @WW

AP > AW AP < AW < WW

Results: Vowel-to-vowel coarticulation

Study Design

Results: Duration

 first study to provide systematic and empirical evidence for juncture
realization in Cantonese

 evidence for an intermediate prosodic unit between Syllable and
Intonational Phrase

 greater anticipatory coarticulation than carryover; likely due to
boundary effects

AP
preboundary syl
postboundary syl

AW
preboundary syl
postboundary syl

WW
preboundary syl
postboundary syl


